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Abstract: The data is very essential part of the information society that the world has turned into. Data has become
very important for information systems which empower business, industry, organization and individual. The
generation of vast amount of records by various information systems day by day has given birth to an era of big
data. The term “Big Data” expresses a very massive size of datasets such that traditional database software tools are
incapable to store, manage and analyze them efficiently. Hence the current data analytics fail to process Big Data.
The main challenges for the researchers are to develop an efficient platform for big data analysis with high
performance and to design appropriate big data mining algorithms. These challenges are discussed deeply in the
survey, which starts with an introduction to big data, review of the literature on big data analytics and challenges for
big data analytics.
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1.

Introduction

The data have been generating at a very rapid rate in the world and with each passing day a very large
amount is being added to it to grow further. The emerged technologies, like the digital and social media and internet
of things, are empowering big data to extend more. According to estimation more than 92% of new information has
been produced by digital media devices in 2002 [23]. So it is more difficult and challenging to analyze the big data
to find useful things, even when we are using very fast computer systems, because the data is being created at a very
high rate. The size of big data is not the only concern for researchers but the present data analytics mechanism
cannot be applied to it directly. So it becomes very challenging for existing data processing and data management
tools to process such a large collection of data. This is the reason, the most updated information systems or
applications are not capable to cope with big data. In addition, traditional data mining methods or data analytics may
not be applied directly to big data because they were developed for centralized data analysis and it is not possible to
load all the data into a single machine, in big data era.
In recent years, several studies based upon data analytics and frameworks have been presented, with their
pluses and minuses, while there are two perspectives this survey provides as a review on big data analytics: a)
platforms and framework perspective and b) data mining algorithms perspective.
The term “Big Data” is used to identify the datasets that cannot be managed by existing data mining
software tools because of two main reasons: large size and complexity. Big Data mining is the process of extracting
useful information or knowledge from these large datasets. Doug Laney talked about three dimensions of big data
also called as 3 V's in Big Data management [1]:
Volume: volume means not only the amount of data but unexceptionally more data with ever increasing, making it
difficult to handle for existing data analytics.
Variety: data is of different types like structured data, unstructured data, semi-structured data and more complex
structured data.
Velocity: data are created, stored, analyzed and visualized at a very high speed.
Now, there are more V's: [36]
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Variability: it is the user’s way to evaluate the data and data dimensions resulting from multiple disparate data types
and sources.
Value: big data is valuable from business point of view to understand customer better, optimizing business
processes.
Veracity: it refers to reliability of the data source and its context, the analysis of the data is based on the reliability.
Validity: validity specifies that the data correct and accurate for the purpose. Clearly valid data should yield
accurate results for business.
Venue: data would be coming from different platforms, owners and in different formatting requirements.
Vocabulary: the origin, syntax and structure of data are different due to semantics, data models, schema etc.
Vagueness: jumble over the big data interpretation.
This paper is begins with an introduction to big data, the research in frameworks, the research in mining
algorithms, main challenges in the era of big data and then the conclusions and future trends.
In the next section, the researches in frameworks and mining algorithms are explained as literature review.
This review is done from two perspectives: 1) research in platforms and frameworks and 2) research in mining
algorithms.

2.

Literature Review

The data analysis is the process of accumulating, arranging and analyzing huge data sets in order to find
meaningful information and knowledge patterns. The unique features of big data are size, complex, diverse,
inadequate, incoherent, high dimensionality, faulty and noisy. Hence analysis of big data is challenging as well very
important, because big data analytics can help in business decisions by identifying useful information. It also makes
organizations to understand information contained within the data better. Because of so many unique features big
data may contain unclear and irregular data. For instance, a user may have multiple phone numbers, which may
reduce the accuracy of the mining results. Hence there are some new challenges for data analytics arise, such as
privacy, fault tolerance, storage, security, and quality of data [16]
In this next section research done in frameworks and platforms in past few years are studied.
2.1 Research in Big data frameworks and platforms
The large datasets cannot be handled, at once, by existing computer systems so it becomes very important
to design an efficient data analytics framework for big data.
The Apache Hadoop [2] software library is an open-source software framework for distributed storage and
processing of large data sets using MapReduce programming across clusters. It allows applications to work a large
set of independent computers on large size of data.
To develop a general model for computation in big data analytics, Huai et al. [14] presented a matrix model
called DOT. This model comprised of three matrices for data set (D), concurrent data processing operations (O), and
data transformations (T) respectively. This model enforces data independent relationship to achieve fault tolerance
and scalability. In this model big data analytics job is represented by DOT blocks, and the results are collected and
transformed to a computer node.
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Rusu F et al. [26] presented generalized linear aggregates distributed engine (GLADE) for efficient big data
analytics. The GLADE is multi-level data analytics system that provides a distributed runtime environment where
GLAs are executed in parallel.
In [31],Herodotou et al. provided solutions to select targets according to user needs and system workloads
in virtual reality (VR) environments. In their study, Starfish, a self-tuning analytics system for big data analysis was
presented. The performance of this system seems good due to self-adjustment according to user needs.
The study by Demchenko et al [8] was from the perspectives of data centric architecture and operational
models to present a big data architecture framework (BDAF) which includes: big data infrastructure, big data
analytics, data structures and models, big data lifecycle management, and big data security.
Ye et al. [35] presented architecture called cloud-based big data mining and analyzing services platform
(CBDMASP). This architecture integrates R to rich data statistical and analytic functions. The architecture includes
four layers: infrastructure layer, virtualization layer, dataset processing layer and services layer.
In the research work done by Wu et al [32], a theorem, called HACE, to characterize the big data
characteristics and a big data processing model, were proposed. This model included data accessing sources, mining
and analysis tools, user interest modeling and security and privacy considerations. The study concluded that in big
data mining the design of big data analytics platform is very challenging and difficult.
In [18] Laurila et al. addressed that in data analytics, data collected from mobile devices, privacy should be
the important factor to be considered. So in big data mining security is an essential challenge to handle.
In the study by Demirkan and Delen[9] it was addressed that a service-oriented decision support system
(SODSS) for big data analytics is a major trend. They proposed a conceptual framework for DSS in cloud and
addressed time and cost in delivering big data analytics as service are the major challenges.
In [29] Talia indicated the requirement of new models, tools, and technologies to implement dynamic data
analysis algorithms, where data analytics software, data analytics platform and infrastructure can be provided as
service in cloud-based data analytics.
Lu Ret al. [22] addressed efficient and privacy preserving computing as new challenges in big data
analytics. They presented an efficient and privacy-preserving cosine similarity computing protocol by analyzing
general architecture of big data analytics which included multi-source big data collecting, distributed big data
storing and processing.
In [7],Cuzzocrea et al. discussed about research issues and achievements in big data analytics. They
extended the discussion, to point out open problems in big multidimensional data analytics, to some open issues like
filtering uncorrelated data and possible research leads for these problems.
Zhang and Huang [36], in their study, proposed a 5Ws model for big data analysis in order to explore new
big data approach. The model represents types of data, origin of data, causes of data, time of data occurrence,
receiver of data and means to transfer the data.
Chandarana P et al. [4] explored the characteristics and issues in big data analytics by comparing Hadoop
[2], Storm and Drill frameworks. This study highlighted big data workloads, privacy, security, data management and
technology, are the key challenges for the design of big data platform.
[13] Hu et al. in their study discussed about a big data chain comprised of data generation, data acquisition,
data storage, and data analytics. In addition to it, in the study, they presented a layered decomposition big data
system having infrastructure, computing, and application layers.
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2.2 Research in Big data mining algorithms
The data mining algorithms are very important in big data analytics. Some important factors which are
dependent upon the big data mining algorithms are cost, storage requirements, accuracy etc. In this section a brief
discussion for big data analytics from the perspective of mining algorithms is done.
Shirkhorshidi et al. [28], presented a review on the progress of clustering algorithms in big data mining
and found that dealing with huge amount of data is very challenging for them. Further to it, the multiple machine
clustering can be the solution provided the complexity of the same it is properly addressed.
Xu et al [33] presented a solution, CloudVista, for clustering big data. This solution can work on entire data
set using parallel processing framework.
Cui et al. [6] presented a multiple species flocking (MSF) approach to achieve a better performance in
clustering algorithms. The simulation results obtained from the evaluation, of 100 news articles from internet, are
quite promising.
Feldman et al. [10] used merge and reduce approach in which by steaming parallel coresets. This approach
reduced the update time significantly for existing clustering algorithms.
Tekin et al [30] addressed the problem of decentralized big data classification and presented an online
classification algorithm for the same. In this study heterogeneous distributed learners cooperatively learn the
classifications functions in order to improve accuracy.
In [24], Rebentrost et al. implemented a support vector machine on a quantum computer for classification.
The time complexity of the quantum algorithm is logarithmic in the size dimensions and training data.
In the studies [20] and [21] the performance of the mining algorithm was improved significantly. These
approaches used map-reduce solution which will be the future of mining applications on cloud platform [34, 15].
The study of [20] also included users’ interest in the mining process.
In another study, by Ku-Mahamudet al [17], big data clustering was done on grid computing platform. In
this approach a modified ant-based clustering algorithm is used, where each ant is used in parallel computing
environment, on random machines, in the grid.
3.

Challenges in Big Data Analytics
a) Heterogeneity and Incompleteness: -

The machine analysis algorithms are incapable to deal with heterogeneity and unable to understand the
depth of natural language due to variation in expression. And there is great involvement of heterogeneity when
natural language is used in human interactions. So it is very challenging to structure data appropriately before data
analysis.
b) Volume:Undoubtedly, it is quite challenging to deal with rapidly growing volume of data. Computer resources have
certain limit in the extension of their processing power to deal with this challenge. So this is a challenging issue to
deal with.
c) Timeliness:-
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It is quite obvious that processing time is directly related to volume of data. So another important issue is
the speed. So the design of a system that can efficiently process a given data set in a reasonable time is challenging.
d) Privacy:Another big concern is the privacy of data in big data analytics. There are certain rules and strict laws to
deal with data that is related to public. Big data can be comprised of personal data, data linked through multiple
resources, health records etc. So this issue must be addressed properly in big data analytics.
4.

Conclusions

This paper highlights the concept of big data analytics from the framework and platform perspective as
well as the mining perspectives. The challenges which are open for researchers, from both the perspectives,
regarding quality, security and computation of data are then discussed. The possible research trends derived from
this study are given below.
1. Distributed parallel computing is one of the important future trend to make data analytics work for big
data. Management of computation resources including speed of data analysis, scheduling of tasks in cloud based
environment is another future trend.
2. Making data mining algorithms work on parallel computing environment for big data analytics will be a
future research trend.
3. Representation of big data analytics results will also be a future trend because it will decide the how data
analytics will work in real world practically.
4. Analyzing big data exists over social network has become a promising research issue.
5. The security and privacy issues will also be the future research trends in big data analytics.
5.
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